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EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT
IN FINANCIAL

OVERVIEW
Taking place in London, the Employee Engagement in Financial
Services Conference brought together 30 employee engagement
directors, giving them the floor to share fresh, tech-savvy employee
engagement strategies to boost performance and change cultures.
With a line-up featuring LLoyds, TSB, Nationwide, RBS, Travelex,
Three and Bupa, this wasn’t one to miss.
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BACKGROUND
Credit Suisse is a leading financial
services company, advising clients in
all aspects of finance, across the globe
and around the clock.
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CHALLENGE
Technology can have a huge
impact on workplaces, enabling
convenience, flexibility and
improving production. Keeping
up with technological advances
is increasingly important
to employees but digital
transformation can be hard
and takes time.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO TALK ABOUT
AND KEEP UP WITH THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY?
E
 mployees want a positive
workplace experience
P
 eople want to maintain a
marketable skill set
P
 eople have lots of options
available to them and are in
high demand so it’s important
to stay ahead of the curve

The stats are there to show the
importance of technology too:
4
 0% of employees leave
because they lack access
to the latest digital tools
9
 0% of people want to acquire
new digital skills
6
 5% of executives worry about
overwhelming employees
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TECHNOLOGY TO
SUPPORT ENGAGEMENT

1

CHATBOTS
In 2018 only 4% of
companies had chatbots
but 28% had plans to
implement one in order to
better engage their staff.

2

ADVANCED
ANALYTICS AND
REPORTING
Data-driven organisations are
23 times more likely to retain
customers and yet manual data
aggregation and reporting are
still common.

3

SOCIAL RECOGNITION
PLATFORMS
Recognition is the number one
factor inspiring great work and 79%
of employees quit jobs because of
lack of appreciation. Having digital
ways of recognising good work can
help to retain employees and make
them feel valued.
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TECHNOLOGY TO
SUPPORT ENGAGEMENT

4

COLLABORATION
PLATFORMS
Our hyper-connected lifestyle means
that the average person now checks
their mobile phone 150 times a day and
attention spans are lower than ever.
Good collaboration can help; by giving
people platforms to communicate,
share, plan, co-ordinate and solve,
production can increase.

5

VR
VR blends real life and virtual
worlds and can create a stronger,
longer-lasting impact on
employees. Using VR in training
and creating real-life situations
for people to experience and play
out can be a really effective way
of getting people up to speed.

IT’S AS MUCH ABOUT CULTURE
THAN TECHNOLOGY:
S
 et good examples
S
 et reachable expectations
C
 reate space and time for them
O
 ffer ample opportunities for
digital experimentation, growth
and continuous learning
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TOP TIP
When implementing
technology in your
business, make things
business-as-usual.
Try to keep things simple
and stress-free

SOME OTHER POINTERS FOR
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION:
 o your prep – understand
D
what the current challenges are
and assess what you can do to
tackle them
 ake things as easy as possible
M
and give additional support to
those who might find it the
most challenging

 ignpost what different tools
S
are for and what is expected
of people
 emember it might not work
R
for everyone straight away –
the average workplace might
have 4 generations under one
roof so be mindful of that
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BACKGROUND
Peakon are a data-driven
company helping businesses
with employee engagement
through their world-leading
measurement platform. Neil
Ryland, their Chief Revenue
Officer addressed the question
of why people choose to quit
their jobs.

TWO KEY ELEMENTS TO
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
P
 eople
G
 ood data to
drive decisions
When used well, data can help
organisations predict when
people might leave.
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4 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING
TO ATTRITION RISK

1

ENGAGEMENT
(ENPS)

2

LOYALTY

3

RESPONSIVENESS

4

TENURE
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BACKGROUND
& CHALLENGE
The government bailout of RBS in 2008 was
a trying time for employees and a difficult
period for the organisation. With a lot of
negativity around the business, it became
clear that they needed to address their
culture and focus on their people, building
a healthy and positive place to work.
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APPROACH
A focus on employee
engagement was needed and is
now one of the company’s top
priorities. An engagement survey
is conducted twice a year and
closing the feedback loop is key to
keep people updated with results.

‘BUILDING A GREAT PLACE TO WORK’ –
AN EVP FOCUSED ON PEOPLE
RBS wanted to rebuild the
enthusiasm that employees had
once felt to work at the organisation.
They started with their people,
finding out what areas of their work
they valued most, noting that people
most wanted:

A fulfilling job
E
 xcellent development
opportunities
F
 air rewards
G
 reat leadership to follow
A
 healthy and inclusive
workplace
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ENGAGING
THROUGH CHANGE

THE
PAY-OFF

Communication amongst colleagues
is key throughout change, across all
levels of a business. The implementation
of Facebook Workplace, an enterprise
social media platform, has been a
phenomenal success, allowing people
to talk to whoever they want about
whatever they want.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

1

COMMIT TO
EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT
AND PROVE
YOU MEAN IT

2

FIND THE
RIGHT TIME
FOR IT

3

LISTEN TO
AND ACT
ON THE
FEEDBACK

4

KEEP
EVOLVING

5

LEAVE ROOM
FOR THE
PLANNED

A PANEL DISCUSSION
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

1

Culture and
leadership are
intrinsically linked
– it’s got to come
from the top

2

Good strategy
gives employees
direction and
helps people to
understand change
and what it might
mean for them

3

Don’t forget the
importance of ensuring
leaders are living
values/behaviours
and be aware of old
behaviours slipping
back in

4

There’s no pressure
like peer pressure –
make changes the
norm as soon as you
can and get everyone
involved

5

What gets rewarded
gets done – recognise
people’s achievements
and reward them
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

6

Celebrate
success and tell
those stories

7

Be vulnerable and
admit when things
go wrong: change
is complex and
things might go
wrong, but that’s ok

8

Recognise and
respect local cultures/
subcultures

9

Allow the time, capacity
and headspace for change
– support people through
it and help them to build
their levels of resilience
and energy
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THINGS TO CONSIDER IN CREATING
A GLOBALLY INCLUSIVE CULTURE:
Gender

WELLBEING CONVERSATIONS – HOW TO APPROACH THEM

Multigenerational

Its ok not to be ok

Multicultural

A
 llow space for emotions –
if they cry offer calm support

Ability
LGBT+
All underpinned by wellbeing

 ou may not have a solution
Y
straight away and that’s ok

 reat conversations
T
confidentially, unless there
is a worry of harm to self
or others
F
 ocus on how best to support
the individual rather than
their behaviours
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TRAVELEX’S GLOBAL ABILITY CAMPAIGN:
A PROUD ABILITY EMPLOYER
THE IMPORTANCE OF INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE
Avoid euphemisms
Use the same language the person
you’re referring/speaking to uses
Avoid collective terms
 alk directly to the person, not their
T
support worker

Travelex are doing work to make it easy
for transgender people to transition at work,
with a policy in place for that situation.
Senior leaders are pledging to develop the
careers of a diverse talent pool including people
of all abilities, genders, races and ethnicities.
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BACKGROUND
With over 20 years’ experience in driving employee
engagement and culture change for organisations,
Katherine knows a thing or two about wellbeing
in the workplace. Her creation of Aviva’s iconic
wellbeing strategy - Wellbeing@Aviva - had a major
positive effect on employee engagement for the
organisation and is now a truly embedded part of
their EVP.
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APPROACH
Katherine created the wellbeing strategy using
a bottom up and top down approach – using data
and insight from all levels of the organisation.
A holistic approach was used to recognise that
people are complex, and engagement looks
different for everyone.
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RESULTS

14%

INCREASE ON ENGAGEMENT
WITH EMPLOYEES

The new strategy and
implementation of
Wellbeing@Aviva led to a
14% increase on engagement
with employees. The strategy
was evolved out of honesty,
openness and looking at what
the people on the ground
need, rather than just being
thought up in a boardroom.

Katherine spoke of the
importance of genuinely
connecting with people,
in a human way that avoids
any corporate jargon.
Collaboration, really listening
to people and having role
models in place can also
have a huge impact on a
wellbeing programme.
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BACKGROUND
& CHALLENGE
Nationwide had a new CEO,
new strategy and new structure
and were facing huge competition
as well as shifting customer
expectations. With so much change
at once their employees needed to:

Be brave
Innovate with the organisation
Collaborate
Work at pace

But people were fatigued,
unsettled by the change and
feeling frustrated by processes
and levels of bureaucracy
they were facing.
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THEY NEEDED EMPLOYEES TO CONTRIBUTE TO A NEW STRATEGY THROUGH
UNDERSTANDING, BELIEF AND ACTION.
Realising they needed to unlock action in employees
through experiences they needed to:
Challenge the status quo
Confront the brutal facts
Not give all the answers
Provide leadership role models
Not take themselves too seriously

One of the things holding employees back from
changing behaviour was fear
Creating the Arthur Webb Challenge Cup campaign,
the team wanted to re-engage the workforce and
drive efficiency and innovation from within, in a fun
way. The campaign was relatable and inspirational,
tying in their PRIDE values and getting employees
participating in a meaningful way.
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CHALLENGING
THE STATUS QUO
The campaign was purposefully fun and moved
away from anything too corporate. Employees
were challenged to come up with their own ideas
all the while focusing on one of the organisation’s
major priorities of efficiency.

STORYTELLING
The narrative was based around Arthur Webb,
a pioneering thinker who led the business during
two World Wars and set the blueprint for the
society as it is today. People shared their stories
and experiences along the way which gave
everyone a chance to celebrate their successes,
recognise failure and learn from others.
Leaders were involved throughout.
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RESULTS

10%

181

INCREASE ON
ACTIONS TO EFFICIENCY

LEADER
SPONSORS

£2M
EFFICIENCY
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